To whom it may concern,

My name is Arash Nouri and I am a mechanical engineering graduate student at Virginia Tech. Recently I used your CM-16 microphone for my ultrasound research and I was wondering if there would be any obligation if I want to use the name of your microphone and using the plots and data sheets in following website in my paper and MS thesis.

http://www.avisoft.com/usg/cm16_cmpa.htm

Accept my appreciation for your time and consideration in advanced

Sincerely yours,

--
Arash Nouri
Graduate Research Assistant
Center for Vehicle Systems & Safety (CVeSS)
Mechanical Engineering
Virginia Tech, MC-0901
3103 Commerce Street
Blacksburg, VA 24061
718-450-5839
anouri@VT.edu

Dear Arash,

Thanks for your inquiry. You can use the plots and data sheet information in your MS thesis without obligation.

Best regards,

Raimund

Raimund Specht

Avisoft Bioacoustics e.K.
Schönfließer Str. 83
Von: Arash Nouri [mailto:anouri@vt.edu]
An: info@avisoft.com
Betreff: Emergency - Using your plots and your name in my paper
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